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Summary The fundamental revelations to the founders of the three monotheistic religions, among many other
revelation experiences, had occurred on a mountain. These three revelation experiences share many phenomeno-
logical components like feeling and hearing a presence, seeing a figure, seeing lights, and feeling of fear. In addition,
similar experiences have been reported by non-mystic contemporary mountaineers. The similarities between these
revelations on mountains and their appearance in contemporary mountaineers suggest that exposure to altitude might
affect functional and neural mechanisms, thus facilitating the experience of a revelation. Different functions relying
on brain areas such as the temporo-parietal junction and the prefrontal cortex have been suggested to be altered in
altitude. Moreover, acute and chronic hypoxia significantly affect the temporo-parietal junction and the prefrontal
cortex and both areas have also been linked to altered own body perceptions and mystical experiences. Prolonged stay
at high altitudes, especially in social deprivation, may also lead to prefrontal lobe dysfunctions such as low resistance
to stress and loss of inhibition. Based on these phenomenological, functional, and neural findings we suggest that
exposure to altitudes might contribute to the induction of revelation experiences and might further our understanding
of the mountain metaphor in religion.
Mystical and religious experiences are important not only to the mystic himself, but also to many followers, as it was
indeed with respect to the leaders of the three monotheistic religions. Yet, concerning its subjective character,
mystical experiences are almost never accessible to the scholars interested in examining them. The tools of cognitive
neuroscience make it possible to approach religious and mystical experiences not only by the semantical analysis of
texts, but also by approaching similar experiences in healthy subjects during prolonged stays at high altitude and/or in
cognitive paradigms. Cognitive neurosciences, in turn, might profit from the research of mysticism in their endeavor to
further our understanding of mechanisms of corporeal awareness and self consciousness.c 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.0306-9877/$ - see front matter c 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.mehy.2005.04.044
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Table 1 Mountains of revelation
Mountain Location Height (in meters)
Athos Greece 2061
Hermon Israel/Syria 2841
Hira (Jabal An-Nur) Saudi Arabia 2000
Sinai Egypt 2600
Tabor Israel 588
Locations and heights of the discussed mountains of
revelations.
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Mountains play an important role in the symbolic
geography of traditions. Thus, in Hindu and
Buddhism mount Meru serves as the axis mundi;
in China and Judaism mountains Scham and Zion,
respectively, are described as the dwelling place
of the divine; upon Japanese and native American
traditions mountains are also charged with divine
power [1,2]. Moreover, mountains often serve as
a place of revelation. In fact, the revelations to
the founders of the three western monotheistic
religions – Moses, Jesus, and Mohammad –
occurred on mountains (see Appendix). On mount
Sinai Moses experienced his first revelation in the
burning bush, and encountered the Hebrew God
three more times (Exodus, 24: 10). Jesus was trans-
figured ‘‘up a high mountain apart’’ – identified as
mount Tabor [3] or mount Hermon [2] – and ap-
peared to Peter, John and James in a cloud of glory
(Matthew 17: 1–8; Mark 9: 2–8; Luke 9: 28–36). In
Islamic tradition, Prophet Mohammad had received
the Qur’an while in solitude on mount Hira by a rev-
elation of the archangel Gabriel (Al-Bukhari, 3)
(see Table 1).
A mystical trend that invented a technique to in-
duce revelation is the Hesychasm movement,1 a
monastic practice of prayer in the oriental church
who trained many western mystics during the 5th
to the 15th centuries [3–5]. This technique uses
physical maneuvers such as breath patterns, head
movements and repetitions on specific prayers,
and was supposed to prepare the mystic to the
experience of revelation. In addition, the Hesych-
asm movement had most of its centers on high alti-
tude mountains – first at mount Sinai and then at
mount Athos. Others have suggested that this
might have contributed to the experience of reve-
lation [3–6].
Modern reports on revelation-like experiences
(i.e. experiences that include similar components
to those described in revelations-experiences as
below, without having a religious/mystical con-
tent) in high altitude mountaineers support the link
between mountains and revelation. Thus, moun-
taineers have described the experience of feeling
of a presence [7–10], hearing of a presence1 The movement established at mount Sinai, and had emerged
while moved to mount Athos in 963AC, then became a monastic
republic. Athos originated with orthodox monks from Greece,
Turkey and the Slavic countries. Then, with Symeon the new
theologian (949–1022), in the 11th century other Christian
nations began to send representatives to Mount Athos. Another
peak of this trend was in the 14th century, led by Gregory
Palamas [4–6].[9,10], complex visual hallucinations [9], body pho-
tism [9], autoscopic phenomena [9–11], vestibular
manifestations [9,12] and emotional manifesta-
tions, mainly fear [9,10]. The later two frequently
accompany autoscopic phenomena [13–16]. In
addition, these experiences appear especially in
solitude [9,10]. Stressing this latter link, the reve-
lation experiences of Moses, Jesus and Mohammad
also manifest similar experiences. With regard to
complex visual hallucinations, Moses saw an angel
in the burning bush (Exodus, 3: 2), Peter, James
and John saw the transfigured Jesus and the images
of Elias and Moses (Matthew, 17: 2–3). Mohammed
encountered the angle Gabriel while on the moun-
tain (Al-Bukhari, 3).2 All three experiences were
accompanied by seeing of light or focal or diffuse
increases in brightness:3 Moses saw the angel ‘‘in
flames of fire’’ (Exodus, 3: 2), the transfiguration
of Jesus is described as ‘‘his face shone like the
sun, and his garments became white as light’’ (Mat-
thew, 17: 2). The light in Mohammad’s revelation
even gave mount Hira its name: ‘‘Jabal an-Nur’’
(‘‘mountain of light’’). With respect to auditory
manifestations, Moses heard a voice speaking to
him from the burning bush (Exodus, 3: 5–10);
Jesus’ disciples heard a voice from a cloud, and
Moses and Elias speaking to their master (Matthew,
17: 3,5); Mohammad heard the angel’s command-
ment to read (Al-Bukhari, 3). Fear is described in
all three experiences (Exodus 3: 6; Matthew 17:
7–8; Al-Bukhari, 3) and Moses and Mohammad had
their revelation after a long time of solitude on
the mountain (Exodus, 3: 1; 34: 28; Al-Bukhari, 3).
The similarities between these revelations on
mountains and their appearance in contemporary
mountaineers suggest that exposure to altitude
might affect brain functions, thus facilitating the
experience of a revelation. Brugger et al. [9] pro-2 On the appearance of an angel in the mystical experience as
autoscopic phenomenon see Arzy et al. [36].
3 The connection between the light and the body was also
described in Hesychasm. For a general review of the light in
mysticism see Eliade [37].
4 As had been initiated by psychologists, see James [38].
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tionally while climbing mountains, cause release
of endorphins, which are known to lower the
threshold for temporal lobe epilepsy, which, in
turn, may evoke revelation-like experiences such
as hearing of sounds or voices, memory flashback,
de´ja` vu, a sense that someone is nearby (feeling
of a presence), autoscopic phenomena and emo-
tional manifestations, most commonly fear [17].
Blanke et al. [18] suggested that feeling a pres-
ence, autoscopy, and hearing a presence might
all relate to abnormal body processing or body
schema. It has been proposed that such phenomena
are due to interference with the temporo-parietal
junction (TPJ) and adjacent structures [16,18–
20]. Vestibular manifestations also accompany
phenomena resulting from damage to this area
[16,20,21] and multisensory integration in the
temporo-parietal association areas at extreme alti-
tude may be disturbed [10]. In addition, Brugger
et al. [9] suggested that prolonged stay at high alti-
tudes, especially in social deprivation, may also
lead to prefrontal lobe dysfunctions such as low
resistance to stress and loss of inhibition. Many of
the latter dysfunctions are also frequently found
during ecstatic experience [22]. Thus, although
prolonged stay at extreme altitudes is associated
with changes in many brain areas [23–25], the ef-
fects of acute and chronic hypoxia might preferen-
tially affect two areas of the cerebral cortex, the
TPJ and the prefrontal cortex, that have been
linked to disturbed own body perceptions and mys-
tical experiences.
Although the revelations discussed here had oc-
curred in moderate altitude, it may be assumed
that in subjects who are prone to mystical experi-
ences, already moderate altitudes are sufficient
to trigger revelation-like experiences and revela-
tions. Accordingly, mountain-sickness has been re-
ported in some individuals even in moderate
altitudes [26,27]. Interestingly, although auto-
scopic phenomena are experienced by jet aviators
that are flying alone especially at high altitudes,
helicopter pilots can also experience similar phe-
nomena already at altitudes of 1500–3000 m
[28,29]. In fact, isolation in altitudes as well as sen-
sory deprivation might add to pure altitude-related
mechanisms, as the desert attracted various mys-
tics throughout generations [30,31]. Furthermore,
mental imagery of heights might be associated with
vestibular dysfunctions and anxiety [32]. These dif-
ferent findings might suggest that the frequent
appearance of the mountain metaphor in revela-
tion experiences of mystics [22] might be related
to interference with functional and neural mecha-
nisms of corporal awareness as well as other corti-cal functions at the TPJ and the prefrontal cortex.
In addition, this suggests that mechanisms of cor-
poral awareness and mystical experiences could
scientifically be studied at high altitudes and com-
pared to the same experiences and functions at
lower levels of altitudes.
Mystical and religious experiences are important
not only to the mystic himself, but also to many
followers, as it was indeed with respect to the
three religious leaders discussed here. Yet, con-
cerning its subjective character, mystical experi-
ences are almost never accessible to the scholars
interested in examine them. Thus, some modern
scholars of religious experience focused their in-
quiry on subjective experience or data, rather than
theological data [33–35]. The neurocognitive ap-
proach we suggest here arms the mystical re-
searcher with a new access to these experiences.
The tools of cognitive neuroscience make it possi-
ble to approach religious and mystical experiences
not only by semantical analysis of texts, but also by
approaching similar experiences in healthy sub-
jects4 in certain physical conditions such as pro-
longed stay in high altitude as well as by
approaching similar experiences in neurological pa-
tients. Combined with analysis of performance in
experimental paradigms, neuropsychological meth-
ods, lesion studies and neuroimaging, our under-
standing of the mountain metaphor in religion, as
well as mystical experiences in general, might be
advanced. In the current case, high altitudes seem
to evoke quite similar experiences as reported by
different mystical and religious figures throughout
time. Thus, as wide as the mind of the mystic is en-
larged, and might be different from the religious
follower, the core of the experience might be
shared and relates to similar functional and neural
mechanisms, which are available to further scien-
tific inquiry.Appendix. Basic revelations of the three
western monotheistic religions
Judaism – the burning bush
(Exodus, 3: 1–6)
Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his
father-in-law, the priest of Midian, and he led the
flock to the far side of the desert and came to
Horeb, the mountain of God. There the angel of
the Lord appeared to him in flames of fire from
844 Arzy et al.within a bush.Moses saw that though the bushwas on
fire it did not burn up. So Moses thought, ‘‘I will go
over and see this strange sight-why the bush does
not burn up.’’ When the Lord saw that he had gone
over to look, God called to him fromwithin the bush,
‘‘Moses! Moses!’’ And Moses said, ‘‘Here I am.’’ ‘‘Do
not come any closer,’’ God said. ‘‘Take off your
shoes, for the place where you are standing is holy
ground.’’ Thenhe said, ‘‘I am theGodof your father,
the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of
Jacob.’’ At this, Moses hid his face, because he was
afraid to look at God.Christianity – the transfiguration
(Matthew, 17: 1–8)
And after six days Jesus took with him Peter and
James and John his brother, and led them up a high
mountain apart. And he was transfigured before
them, and his face shone like the sun, and his gar-
ments became white as light. And behold, there
appeared to them Moses and Elias, talking with
him. And Peter said to Jesus, ‘‘Lord, it is well that
we are here; if you wish, I will make three booths
here, one for you and one for Moses and one for
Elias.’’ He was still speaking, when a bright cloud
overshadowed them, and a voice from the cloud
said, ‘‘This is my beloved son, with whom I am well
pleased; listen to him.’’ When the disciples heard
this, they fell on their faces, and were filled with
awe. But Jesus came and touched them, saying,
‘‘Rise, and have no fear.’’ And when they lifted
up their eyes, they saw no one but Jesus only.Islam – the book of revelation
(Al-Bukhari, 3: ‘‘Aisha’’)
The commencement of the Divine Inspiration to
Allah’s Apostle. . . He used to go in seclusion in the
cave of Hira where he used to worship continuously
for many days. . .suddenly the truth descended upon
him while he was in the cave of Hira. The angel
came to him and asked him to read. The Prophet
replied, ‘‘I do not know how to read’’. The Prophet
added, ‘‘The angel caught me (forcefully) and
pressed me so hard that I could not bear it any
more. He then released me and again asked me
to read and I replied, ‘‘I do not know how to read’’.
Thereupon he caught me again and pressed me a
second time till I could not bear it any more. He
then released me and again asked me to read but
again I replied, ‘‘I do not know how to read’’.
Thereupon he caught me for the third time and
pressed me, and then released me and said, ‘‘Readin the name of your Lord, who has created (all that
exists) has created man from a clot. Read! And your
Lord is the Most Generous.’’ Then Allah’s Apostle
returned with the inspiration and with his heart
beating severely. Then he went to Khadija bint
Khuwailid and said, ‘‘Cover me! Cover me!’’ They
covered him till his fear was over and after that
he told her everything that had happened.References
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